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The Truss system, is developped for 
the display and exhibition industry 
and produced in the best quality. 

The perfect function and unique design 
allow the creation of custom expressions 
fitted to your individual needs. 

Two options are available, for the 
Modular truss system,  from 10 x 10 cm 
to 15 x 15 cm. Those modules are in black 
and white.  You have the possibility to 
have a preview with 3D program and 
drawings. 

Its made in aluminum and steel , that 
make it strong and durable.
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Very easy to assemble and disassemble without any 
tools or for faster installation.

The banner needs to be mounted on the aluminium 
profile with tape. After a twist or two, insert profile with 
banner in top- and bottom clips. 

Step 1 

Unfold the truss Connecting with 
a screw

Assemble the 
truss together

Step 2 Step 3

15x15 cm Truss : 

10x10 cm Truss : 

foldable modules with 4 screw for connecting 

Step 1 

not foldable modules with 1 screw for connecting 

Add the banner

See your
display in 3D
before ordering

Step 4

Choose your design: 

Corner Format  

Single or Double Format 

Tower   Format  
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We produce a wide range of light weight Truss 
systems that requires no tools and sets up incredibly 
fast. 

From our Mini truss 10x10cm to our foldable 15x15cm 
truss with wide range of sizes, and accessories. It's 
allows you to create any size, or, design for your indoor 
or outdoor need.  

The slim design and forms makes the Truss  the preferred 
system,  for many high-end trademarks. 

Fitted for trade shows, exhibition stands, events, and 
semi-outdoor use.

Professional Truss A

400 cm
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cm

400 cm

- Design in U shape 

16m²

Professional Truss B
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300 cm 300 cm

Professional Truss C

400 cm
250 cm

400 cm

Shelf Fitting

Connecting Cross 

- Design as back wall with optional shelves 

- Design in U shape with middle pole for longer walls

Base Regular Mounted

9m²

16m²
Corner Block
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Professional Truss D

600 cm

400 cm

250 cm
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cm

250 cm

250 cm

Professional Truss E

Counter + 4 Feet 

Clip For Banner

- Design in L shape
- Special clips for easy and functional graphic design 

- Classic back wall for every event 
- A6, A5 and A4 brochure stand as optional
- Flexibility with every counter design and every size 

Acrilic Holders A4, A5, A6

24m²

5m²

Professional Truss F

Professional Truss G

250 cm250 cm
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200 cm

300 cm
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Spot Led or halogen light

- Island shape design with storage room and high visual impact 

Base Regular 

- Island shape design 

Base Middle
Or 

5m²

6m²


